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Abstract
Congestion minimization is a well-known routing problem for which there is an O(logn/ log logn)-
approximation via randomized rounding [17]. Srinivasan [18] formally introduced the low-conges-
tion multi-path routing problem as a generalization of the (single-path) congestion minimization
problem. The goal is to route multiple disjoint paths for each pair, for the sake of fault tolerance.
Srinivasan developed a dependent randomized scheme for a special case of the multi-path problem
when the input consists of a given set of disjoint paths for each pair and the goal is to select a
given subset of them. Subsequently Doerr [7] gave a different dependent rounding scheme and
derandomization. In [8] the authors considered the problem where the paths have to be chosen,
and applied the dependent rounding technique and evaluated it experimentally. However, their
algorithm does not maintain the required disjointness property without which the problem easily
reduces to the standard congestion minimization problem.
In this note we show a simple algorithm that solves the problem correctly without the need
for dependent rounding — standard independent rounding suffices. This is made possible via the
notion of multiroute flows originally suggested by Kishimoto et al. [13]. One advantage of the
simpler rounding is an improved bound on the congestion when the path lengths are short.
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1 Introduction
Congestion minimization is a routing problem which originally arose in the context of wire
routing problem in VLSI design. It is also a relaxation of the classical disjoint paths problem.
Here we restrict attention to directed graphs. The input to these problem consists of a
directed graph G = (V,E) and a collection of source-sink pairs (s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . . , (sh, th).
The edge-dijsoint paths problem (EDP for short) is the following: given the graph and the
pairs, can the given pairs be connected via edge-disjoint paths? More formally, are there
edge-disjoint paths P1 . . . , Ph such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Pi is an si-ti path? This is a classical
NP-Complete problem. An optimization related to EDP is the congestion minimization
problem. The goal is to find a collection of paths for the given pairs such that the congestion
of the paths is minimized. The congestion of an edge e with respect to a collection of paths is
∗ Supported in part by NSF grants CCF-1319376 and CCF-1526799. Part of this work appeared in the
author’s recent MS thesis [11].
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the number of paths in the collection that contain e, and the congestion of a given collection
of paths is simply the maximum congestion over all the edges. Raghavan and Thompson, in
their influential work [17], introduced the randomized rounding technique and obtained an
O(logn/ log logn) approximation via a natural multicommodity flow relaxation. Here n is
the number of nodes in the graph. Surprisingly this approximation ratio was recently shown
to be the right threshold of approximability [6] (modulo appropriate complexity theoretic
assumption). There are generalizations of the congestion minimization problem where the
pairs have demands and the edges have capacities. We restrict attention to the basic version
with unit demands and unit capacities. The results for this basic version generalize easily.
Multipath routing for fault tolerance: The focus of this paper is multipath routing. This
is motivated by fault tolerance considerations in high-capacity networks such as optical
networks. In such networks each pair (si, ti) needs to be connected via ki disjoint paths; in
typical applications ki = 2. The idea is to protect the connection between si and ti in case
of edge or node failures. We will restrict our attention to edge failures since node failures
can be addressed via appropriate reductions in directed graphs. In the network literature
the case of ki = 2 is typically referred to a 1 + 1 or 1 : 1 protection. See [9] for some relevant
background and additional references.
Srinivasan [18] considered approximation algorithms for the multipath congestion mini-
mization problem that he formalized as follows. The input is a directed graph G = (V,E)
and h source-sink pairs as before. In addition, for each (si, ti), we have an integer require-
ment ki ≥ 1. The goal is to choose for each pair i a set of ki edge-disjoint si-ti paths
Qi = {pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,ki} so as to minimize the congestion induced by the collection of paths
Q = ∪iQi. Srinivasan developed an O(logn/ log logn)-approximation for a variant of this
problem. He assumes that the input includes for each i a collection of disjoint paths Pi. The
goal now is to choose for each i a sub-collection of exactly ki paths from Pi so as to minimize
the congestion of the chosen paths. For this purpose Srinivasan developed and used his
influential dependent rounding technique for cardinality constraints [18]. We refer the reader
to [9, 7, 5] for several subsequent developments on dependent rounding including deran-
domization, and the ability to handle more general constraints than cardinality constraints.
Doerr et al. [8] consider the multipath congestion minimization problem where the path
collection Pi is not explicitly given and the goal of the algorithm is to find ki disjoint paths
for each pair i so as to minimize the congestion of the chosen path collection. They write
a natural multicommodity flow LP relaxation and use dependent rounding techniques to
derive an O(logn/ log logn) congestion bound. However, their algorithm does not maintain
the crucial property that the chosen path collection for each pair i is edge disjoint! If there is
no requirement of edge-disjointness, the problem is easily reduced to the standard congestion
minimization problem: simply create ki copies of each pair (si, ti) with only one path for
each copy required.
Our contribution: This note is motivated by two considerations. The first is to address the
deficiency of the algorithm from [8] that we pointed out. We also note that the assumption
that the input consists of a large number of disjoint paths for each pair, as assumed by
Srinivasan, may not be the right model. Indeed, in practice a number of candidate paths are
generated for each pair but they need not all be disjoint. Typically, the edge connectivity in
high-speed networks is not very large. Can we solve the multipath congestion minimization
problem when the paths are not explicitly given? Our second motivation is regarding
the use of dependent rounding. Dependent rounding has been an elegant and powerful
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methodology with several new applications. Nevertheless, it is useful to examine whether
specific applications really need it since the dependent rounding adds to the complexity of
the algorithm from a conceptual and implementation point of view.
Here we show that there is a simple solution to the multipath congestion minimization
problem via the notion of multiroute flows. We show that standard randomized rounding
can be used to obtain an O(logn/ log logn) approximation. In other words there is no need
to use dependent rounding for the multipath congestion minimization problem. There is also
a concrete advantage to the simpler rounding. It allows us to improve the approximation to
O(log d/ log log d) when the paths have only d edges; this improvement requires the use of
the Lovasz local lemma (LLL) and its constructive version [15, 10]. As far as we are aware
this improvement is not easy to obtain via the dependent rounding approach.
One of our goals is to highlight multiroute flows. These flows were originally introduced
by Kishimoto et al. [13] and some of their properties have been clarified by Aggarwal and
Orlin [1]. Multiroute flows are a useful concept when considering fault-tolerance in networks,
and it appears that they are less well known in the theoretical computer science literature
although there have been several previous applications [3, 14, 4].
Finally, the simpler algorithm presented here inspired the following algorithmic question
that we briefly describe although it is not the main focus of this paper. Given an s-t flow in a
directed graph G = (V,E) it is well-known that it can be decomposed into paths and cycles in
O(nm) time where n = |V | andm = |E|. The corresponding question for multiroute flows has
not been explored systematically. Given an s-t k-route flow (see Section 2 for definitions and
background on multiroute flows) how fast can we decompose it into a collection of elementary
k-flows? The existence of a polynomial time algorithm follows from the properties of these
flows [1]. The MS thesis of the second author [11] describes faster exact and approximation
algorithms for the multiroute flow decomposition problem.
2 Background on multiroute flows
We will assume that graphs are directed for the rest of the paper. Unless otherwise noted,
we will use n and m to represent the number of nodes and edges of a graph in question,
respectively.
Network flow and flow decomposition: Given a directed graph G = (V,E) with non-
negative capacities ce on each edge e ∈ E, a network flow is defined as a function f : E → R+.
We will often express flows as vectors to help differentiate them from scalar values; for a
given flow f written in this way, fe is the flow value on an edge e. A feasible flow of k units
from a source node s to a target node t is a flow f such that
1. The flow value fe on each edge e ∈ E satisfies 0 ≤ fe ≤ ce,
2. k units of flow leave vertex s and enter vertex t, i.e.,∑
e=(s,u)
fe −
∑
e=(u,s)
fe =
∑
e=(u,t)
fe −
∑
e=(t,u)
fe = k, and
3. f satisfies the flow conservation property: for each vertex v ∈ V \ {s, t},∑
e=(u,v)
fe =
∑
e=(v,u)
fe.
The above definition characterizes network flows based on the flow value assigned to
each edge in the graph; we will refer to such formulations as edge-based flows. It is often
beneficial to also consider an equivalent formulation of network flows, the path-based flow.
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Let Pst be the set of all paths from s to t. In the path based formulation, an s-t flow in
a graph G is defined as a function f : Pst → R+. Although this definition works with
an implicit and exponential sized set Pst, there are several advantages to this view. The
path-based and edge-based formulations of s-t flows are “equivalent” in a certain sense. One
can see that a path-based flow induces an edge-based flow of the same value, and conversely,
flow-decomposition allows one convert an edge-based acyclic flow into a path-based flow of
the same value (note that the decomposition is not unique). Such a decomposition can be
computed in O(nm) time.
Multiroute aka k-route flows: Let k be a non-negative integer. Given a directed graph
G = (V,E) and two distinct nodes s, t ∈ V , an elementary k-flow from s to t is defined
as an s-t flow of k total units, consisting of 1 unit sent along each of k edge-disjoint s-t
paths. Equivalently we can view an elementary k-flow as a tuple (p1, p2, . . . , pk) where each
pi ∈ Pst and the paths p1, p2, . . . , pk are mutually edge-disjoint. Let P(k)st be the set of all
elementary k-flows from s to t in G. We will some times use the notation p¯ to denote an
elementary k-flow in P(k)st . A k-route s-t flow is defined as f : P(k)st → R+, in other words, as a
non-negative sum of elementary k-flows. The value of a k-route flow f is simply
∑
p¯∈P(k)st
f(p¯).
A k-route flow f is feasible if the total flow on any edge is at most its capacity c(e); that is,∑
p¯3e f(p¯) ≤ c(e) for each e. Note that the case of k = 1 is simply the standard definition of
flow via the path formulation.
Two natural questions arise. Can a maximum k-route flow be computed efficiently?
Second, what is the relationship between standard flows and k-route flows. The first question
is easy to answer. One can write a natural LP relaxation for the maximum k-route flow
based on the definition, however, the number of variables is |P(k)st | and hence exponential in
the graph size. However, the number of non-trivial constraints is only m and one see that
the separation oracle for the dual LP is poly-time solvable via min-cost flow. However, there
are much faster algorithms via a crucial property that connects k-route flows to standard
flows (1-route flows). We have defined k-route flows via a path formulation. We say that an
edge-based flow f : E → R+ is a k-route flow if it can be decomposed into a k-route flow.
More formally f is a k-route flow if there is a g : P(k)st → R+ such that f(e) =
∑
p¯3e g(p¯).
The following theorem, first proved by Kishimoto [12] and subsequently simplified by
Aggarwal and Orlin [1], gives a simple necessary and sufficient condition for a flow to be a
k-route flow. See Figure 1. This condition is related to the integer decomposition property
of polytopes defined by totally unimodular matrices [2].
I Theorem 1 ([12, 1]). An acyclic edge-based s-t flow f : E → R+ can be decomposed into
an s-t k-route flow if and only if f(e) ≤ v/k for each e ∈ E, where v is the value of f .
The proof of the preceding theorem gives a polynomial time algorithm for the decompo-
sition. Recently we have improved the running time for the decomposition; details can be
found in [11].
Aggarwal and Orlin describe an algorithm that finds a maximum s-t k-route flow via
min{k, log(kU)} standard maximum flow computations. Here U is the maximum capacity of
any edge in the graph. Note that the algorithm returns an edge-based multiroute flow.
3 Multipath routing via multiroute flows
In this section we consider the multipath minimum congestion routing problem via multiroute
flows. We are given a directed network G = (V,E) along with h commodities, each of which
consists of a pair of vertices (si, ti) in G. For each commodity (si, ti), the node si is referred
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Figure 1 The flow in (a) is decomposable into a 2-route flow by sending 0.3 units of flow along
e1 and e3, 0.1 units of flow along e1 and e2, and 0.1 units of flow along e1 and e4. The flow in (b)
is not decomposable into a 2-route flow; the 0.6 units of flow on edge e1 presents a bottleneck to
obtaining a valid decomposition.
to as the source node, and the node ti is referred to as the sink node. For each commodity
we are also given an integer ki which is the number of edge-disjoint paths needed for pair i.
For notational simplicity we will assume that ki = k for all i. It is easy to generalize the
entire approach when ki are different. The goal is to find for each i an elementary k-flow
p¯i ∈ P(k)st such that the congestion induced by the path collection in ∪ip¯i is minimized. The
whole approach can also be generalized to the setting where pairs have demands and edges
have capacities and the goal is to minimize the relative congestion. We avoid this general
version for notational simplicity.
As we mentioned, Srinivasan [18, 9] considered the version of the problem where the
elementary k-flow for each i has to be chosen from a given set of disjoint path collection
Pi ⊆ Pst. Here we consider the version where the algorithm is not given such a path collection.
(We later show that the given paths case can be treated as a special case.) We write two
different relaxations, one based on the path based definition of multiroute flows and the
other based on the edge based definition (via Theorem 1).
Figure 2 describes the path-based formulation. For ease of notation we will assume that
the pairs are distinct (otherwise we can add dummy terminals to achieve this) and hence P(k)siti
for the different i are distinct. For each p¯ ∈ ∪iP(k)siti we have a flow variable x(p¯) indicating
the amount of flow that is sent on the elementary k-flow p¯. The natural constraints are that
the total k-route flow for (si, ti) is 1 for each i. The goal is to minimize the maximum flow on
any edge e which is the variable C. This is the same as minimizing the maximum congestion
since we are working with the case when all capacities are 1.
Figure 3 describes the edge-based formulation. Here we have variables xi,e to indicate the
flow for pair i on edge e. In addition to flow conservation constraints we seek a total flow of
k units from si to ti. The goal is again to minimize the maximum flow on any edge e which
is the variable C. Note that we include the constraint that xi,e ≤ 1 for each e and each i.
This is crucial. If we did not include this constraint we would not be able to guarantee that
the flow for pair i defined by the variables xi,e is a k-route flow. We observe that [8] write
this same relaxation.
The proof of the following lemma easily follows from Theorem 1. We note that the
constraint xi,e ≤ 1 is necessary.
I Lemma 2. The two LP relaxation are equivalent in that any feasible solution to one can
be used to define a corresponding feasible solution of the same or better value to the other.
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minC∑
p¯∈P(k)siti
x(p¯) = 1 i = 1, . . . , h
h∑
i=1
∑
p¯∈P(k)siti ,e∈p¯
x(p¯) ≤ C e ∈ E
x(p¯) ≥ 0 p¯ ∈ ∪iP(k)siti
Figure 2 LP relaxation for multipath congestion minimization via path-based flows.
minC∑
e=(w,v)∈E
xi,e −
∑
e=(v,w)∈E
xi,e = 0 v ∈ V \ {si, ti}, i = 1, . . . , h
∑
e=(si,v)∈E
xi,e −
∑
e=(v,si)∈E
xi,e = k i = 1, . . . , h
h∑
i=1
xi,e ≤ C e ∈ E
xi,e ∈ [0, 1] e ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , h
Figure 3 LP relaxation for multipath congestion minimization via edge-based flows.
Proof. We sketch the more interesting direction. Consider a feasible solution the edge-based
LP. Consider any commodity i and the si-ti flow of k units induced by the variables xi,e.
Since xi,e ≤ 1 for each e this flow satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and hence can be
decomposed into a path-based k-route flow of value 1. We do this decomposition for each i
to generate a path-based flow solution. It is easy to see that it is feasible for the path-based
LP. J
We observe that the path-based LP can be solved in polynomial time. There are two
ways to see this. One way is to note that the separation oracle for the dual of the path-based
LP is min-cost flow. The other way is via the equivalence shown in Lemma 2 since the
edge-based LP is a polynomial sized formulation; one can decompose the edge-based flow for
each pair i into a path based flow via Theorem 1.
In [8] the following rounding strategy is used. They first solve the edge-based flow LP.
Let C∗ be the congestion in the fractional solution. We will assume without loss of generality
that C∗ ≥ 1 since we know that 1 is a lower bound on the optimum integral solution. For
each commodity i the xi,e variables define a flow of value k. They do a standard flow
decomposition of this flow to obtain a collection of paths Qi = {pi,1, . . . , pi,`i} ⊂ Psiti and
associated fractions αi,1, . . . , αi,`i such that
∑
j αi,j = k and 0 ≤ αi,j ≤ 1. Then they apply
the dependent rounding scheme of Srinivasan or the variant developed in [7] to select exactly
k paths from Qi. They do this process independently for each commodity i. They exploit
the negative correlation properties of the dependent rounding which implies that the process
behaves as if the paths are chosen independently and hence one can apply Chernoff-bound
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style analysis and the union bound. This allows one to show that the congestion obtained
by the rounding is, with high probability, O(logn/ log logn · C∗). One can, via well-known
Chernoff-inequalities, also show related bounds that provide improved bounds when C∗ is
large.
The main issue with the above rounding is the fact that the path collection Qi obtained
via standard flow-decomposition is not guaranteed to give a collection of disjoint paths. Thus,
the k paths chosen for (si, ti) may not in fact be edge disjoint.
Randomized rounding via k-route flows: It is convenient to describe our rounding algo-
rithm via the path-based LP formulation. We solve the LP to find a fractional solution with
congestion C∗. Note that the LP solution gives us for each i a k-route flow of value 1. More
formally for each i we have a collection Qi = {p¯i,1, . . . , p¯i,`i} where p¯i,j ∈ P(k)siti for each j,
and also associated non-negative numbers αi,1, . . . , αi,`i such that
∑
j αi,j = 1. Note that
we have a convex combination over elementary k-flows for each i. Now we can perform a
simple randomized rounding similar to what Raghavan and Thompson did for the standard
congestion minimization problem. For each i, we independently pick a single elementary
k-flow p¯i,j from Qi where the probability of picking it is exactly αi,j . Since we are picking an
elementary k-flow for each i, we are guaranteed that the k paths for each i are edge disjoint.
We can use the same standard argument as in [17] to argue that the congestion induced
by this randomized rounding is O(logn/ logn · C∗). Note that we do not need to use any
dependent rounding techniques since all the work has been done for us via the multiroute
flow based LP relaxation.
For the sake of completeness we prove the desired bound on the congestion. We first
state the standard Chernoff bound that we need (see [16]).
I Theorem 3. Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent random variables (not necessarily distributed
identically), with each variable Xi taking a value of 0 or vi for some value 0 < vi ≤ 1. Then
for X =
∑n
i=1Xi, E[X] ≤ µ, and δ > 0,
Pr[X ≥ (1 + δ)µ] <
(
eδ
(1 + δ)(1+δ)
)µ
.
I Lemma 4. With probability 1− 1/poly(n), the congestion resulting from the randomized
rounding algorithm is O(logn/ log logn · C∗).
Proof. For each edge e ∈ E, define Xi,e to be a binary random variable where Xi,e = 1
if e lies on one of the si-ti paths making up the elementary k-flow chosen by the above
randomized rounding scheme, and 0 otherwise. Note that E[Xi,e] = xi,e is the total flow on
e for commodity i. Let Ye =
∑
i∈[h]Xi,e be the random variable which is the total number
of paths using edge e in the chosen solution. Note that
E[Ye] =
∑
i∈[h]
E[Xi,e] =
∑
i∈[h]
∑
j∈[`i]:e∈p¯i,j
x(p¯i,j) =
∑
i∈[h]
xi,e ≤ C∗.
In the above we use the fact that any edge e belongs only to one of the paths of an elementary
k-flow since the paths making up the elementary k-flow are by definition edge disjoint. For
any edge e ∈ E, the variables Xi,e, i ∈ [h] are independent via the rounding procedure;
therefore, the bound in Theorem 3 applies. Choose δ such that (1 + δ) = c lnnln lnn for some
constant c that will be determined later. Assume n > e so that ln lnn− ln ln lnn > 0.5 ln lnn.
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By letting µ = C∗ ≥ 1 in Theorem 3, we then have
Pr[Ye ≥ (1 + δ)C∗] <
(
eδ
(1 + δ)(1+δ)
)C∗
≤ e
δ
(1 + δ)(1+δ) (*)
≤ e
(1+δ)
(1 + δ)(1+δ)
=
(
c lnn
e ln lnn
)(−c lnn/ ln lnn)
= exp((ln c/e+ ln lnn− ln ln lnn)(−c lnn/ ln lnn))
≤ exp(0.5 ln lnn(−c lnn/ ln lnn))
≤ 1
nc/2
There are at most n2 edges, so by the union bound, we have
Pr
[
max
e∈E
Ye ≥ (1 + δ)C∗
]
≤
∑
e∈E
Pr[Ye ≥ (1 + δ)C∗]
≤ n2 · 1
nc/2
= n2−c/2.
Choosing c = 8 makes the claim fail to hold with probability at most 1n2 , and ensures
that the inequality marked with (*) above is true (this choice of c ensures that the value of
the expression within parenthesis is less than 1). This probability can be made arbitrarily
small by increasing c. Because
(1 + δ)C∗ = (c lnn/ ln lnn)C∗ = O(logn/ log logn) · C∗,
this completes the proof. J
Using variants of the Chernoff bounds we can prove the following two lemmas as well.
These bounds show improved relative bounds on the congestion when C∗ is large. One can
also show similar analysis if the capacities are large compared to the demands. The analysis
is standard and we omit details in this version.
I Lemma 5. If C∗ ≥ 1, then for any δ with 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, there exists some constant c > 0
such that the congestion resulting from the randomized rounding algorithm is no more than
(1 + δ)C∗ + c logn/δ2 with probability 1− 1/nΩ(c).
I Lemma 6. There is a constant c > 1 such that if C∗ ≥ c lnn, then with high probability,
the congestion of the rounding algorithm is at most C∗ +
√
C∗(c lnn).
3.1 Short paths and improved congestion via local lemma
In this section we point to another advantage of the simple rounding that we described in
the preceding section. Consider the basic congestion minimization problem when k = 1. It is
known that if all the flow paths in the fractional solution are “short”, then the congestion
bound improves. More formally, if all the paths in the decomposition have at most d edges
then one can obtain an integral solution with congestion O(log d/ log log d · C∗) [19]. This
can be substantially better than the bound of O(logn/ log logn · C∗) when d n. One can
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minC∑
e=(w,v)∈E
xi,e −
∑
e=(v,w)∈E
xi,e = 0 v ∈ V \ {si, ti}, i = 1, . . . , h
∑
e=(si,v)∈E
xi,e −
∑
e=(v,si)∈E
xi,e = k i = 1, . . . , h
h∑
i=1
xi,e ≤ C e ∈ E∑
e∈E
xi,e ≤ d i = 1, . . . , h
xi,e ∈ [0, 1] e ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , h
Figure 4 LP relaxation for multipath congestion minimization with additional constraint to limit
the number of edges used in the flow to at most d.
also ensure that the flow paths are short by solving a path-based LP relaxation with the
restriction that the flow is only on paths with at most d edges. The rounding that achieves
the improved bound relies on the Lovász local lemma. LLL based analysis does not yield a
polynomial-time. Srinivasan [19] obtained a polynomial-time algorithm by derandomizing
the LLL based algorithm. More recently, building on the constructive version of the LLL
due to Moser and Tardos [15], Haupeler, Saha and Srinivasan [10] obtained a much simpler
randomized polynomial time algorithm that achieves a congestion of O(log d/ log log d · C∗).
In fact they consider a general class of min-max integer programs, and one can cast the
single path routing problem as a special case after the flow-decomposition. In the general
setting of min-max integer programs the structure of the routing problem is not relevant for
the bound we seek. The only parameter that matters is the maximum number of constraints
that any variable participates in, which corresponds to the length of the flow paths.
Now suppose we consider the multipath routing problem. The multiroute flow based path
LP formulation can be easily seen to be a special case of min-max integer programs considered
in [10]. We can thus obtain an improved congestion bound of O(log d/ log log d ·C∗) where d
is the maximum number of edges in any elementary k-flow. The following natural question
then arises. Find a fractional multipath routing for the given instance with the additional
constraint that for each pair (si, ti) the elementary flow chosen has at most d edges. For single
path setting this LP can be solved in polynomial time since the separation oracle for the dual
LP can be seen to be the constrained shortest path problem which is polynomial-time solvable.
Unfortunately the corresponding separation oracle for the multipath case is NP-Hard even
when k = 2. Nevertheless, we can apply a simple trick to obtain a bi-criteria approximation.
We can ensure that each elementary k-flow has at most 2d edges as follows.
We consider the following relaxation which adds additional constraints to the edge-based
relaxation from Figure 3. The additional constraint says that for each commodity i, the
total number of edges used is at most d in a fractional sense.
We now describe the modification to the rounding algorithm. As before we consider
each commodity i and consider the k-route flow given by the variables xi,e. We decompose
this into a path based flow to obtain a collection Qi = {p¯i,1, . . . , p¯i,`i} of elementary k-flows
between si and ti. Abusing notation, we let amount of flow on p¯i,j as x(p¯i,j). Note that∑
j x(p¯i,j) = 1. Let dj be the number of edges in p¯i,j . From the constraint in the LP on
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minC∑
p∈Pi
y(p) = k i = 1, . . . , h
h∑
i=1
∑
p∈Pi,e∈p
y(p) ≤ C e ∈ E
y(p) ∈ [0, 1] p ∈ ∪iPi
Figure 5 LP relaxation for multipath congestion minimization when paths for each pair are
specified.
∑
e xi,e we have that
∑
j djx(p¯i,j) ≤ d. Let Q′i ⊆ Qi be the subset of elementary k-flows
such that each of them contains at most 2d edges. It is easy to see, via Markov’s inequality,
that
∑
j∈Q′
i
x(p¯i,j) ≥ 1/2. By scaling up the fractional values of the elementary k-flows in
Q′i by 2 we obtain a feasible solution to the path-based LP using only elementary k-flows
which have at most 2d edges. We have thus found a feasible fractional solution to the path
LP formulation with the following guarantees: (i) the congestion of the solution is at most
2C∗ where C∗ is the congestion of the original relaxation (ii) the support of the solution
consists of elementary k-flows for each commodity i which have at most 2d edges. We can
now apply the algorithm from [10] to round this solution to obtain a randomized algorithm
with congestion O(log d/ log log ·C∗). Note that there is nothing special about the factor of
2. We can obtain a trade off. For any  > 0 we can ensure that the elementary k-flows have
at most (1 + )d edges while guaranteeing that the congestion is O( 1 · log d/ log log d · C∗).
3.2 Choosing paths from a given collection
Now we consider the setting that Srinivasan considered in his original paper where he assumes
that the input includes for each i, a collection of disjoint paths Pi. The goal is to select
exactly k paths from Pi for each i. We can handle this problem also via multiroute flow
decomposition. First, we consider the natural LP relaxation for this problem from [18]. For
simplicity we will again assume that the given h pairs are distinct and hence P〉 ∩ Pj = ∅
for i 6= j. We have a variable y(p) for each p ∈ ∪iPi to indicate whether p is chosen or not.
We require k paths to be chosen from each Pi and also that y(p) ∈ [0, 1]. Subject to these
conditions we minimize the congestion. The relaxation is formally specified in Figure 5.
Suppose we are given a feasible solution y to the preceding LP with congestion value C.
We claim that we can find a feasible solution x to the LP in Figure 2 with congestion value
at most C with the following additional condition: for any i, if x(p¯) > 0 for some p¯ ∈ P(k)siti
then p¯ is a tuple of k paths from Pi. If this is true then we can do randomized rounding via
x as before and obtain the desired congestion bound while picking for each i exactly k paths
from Pi. Moreover, if the paths in ∪iPi are short we can obtain an improved congestion
bound via the algorithm described in the preceding subsection.
We now justify the claim. Suppose y is a feasible solution to the LP in Figure 5. Fix a
particular i. Without loss of generality Pi = {p1, p2, . . . , p`i} for some `i ≥ k. Consider a
graph Hi with two nodes si, ti and `i parallel edges e1, e2, . . . , e`i from si and ti with unit
capacities where ej corresponds to the path pj . We now create a flow of value k from si to ti
in Hi where the flow on edge ej is equal to y(pj). Note that y(pj) ≤ 1 for each pj . Thus, via
C. Chekuri and M. Idleman 3:11
Theorem 1, we can decompose this flow into a si-ti k-route flow in Hi. Suppose this k-route
flow is given by x′ : Q(k)siti → [0, 1]. Here Q(k)siti is the set of elementary k-flows in Hi; each
such elementary k-flow is a set of k distinct edges from {e1, e2, . . . , e`i}. For each q¯ ∈ Q(k)siti
there is a unique p¯ ∈ P(k)siti where the edge ej maps to the path pj ; we set x(p¯) = x(q¯). We
set x(p¯) = 0 for all p¯ ∈ P(k)siti which don’t correspond to an elementary k-flow in Hi. We do
this for each i and the resulting x is the claimed feasible solution to the LP in Figure 2. By
construction x satisfies (i)
∑
p¯∈P(k)siti
x(p¯) = 1 for each i and (ii) if p¯ ∈ P(k)siti and x(p¯) > 0
then p¯ is a set of k paths from Pi. It is also easy to check that the congestion induced by x
on any edge is the same as the congestion induced by y.
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